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Figure 1: Baby trackers
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The core function of a baby tracker such as the itzbeen [2]
(Figure 1a) is to help track the repetitive, time-consuming
tasks involved in caring for an infant or a small child,
including feeding, nappy changing, and sleeping. While
the itzbeen is a standalone, dedicated piece of hardware, a
number of smartphone apps also provide similar facilities,
including the highly-rated cross-platform app Baby
Connect [1] (Figure 1b). I compare these two baby
trackers from the perspectives of functionality and user
interface, and also discuss other considerations.

Functionality
The target user of an itzbeen is a single carer who needs
an instant snapshot of the current state of a child: it
provides individual timers for nappies, feeding, and
sleeping, reminder alarms for all timer types, along with a
slider for tracking the last nursed side. In contrast, the
primary emphasis of Baby Connect is on storing and
managing data: in addition to the above snapshot
features, it also supports persistent storage of all timer
data, allows multiple carers to access and update the data,



and provides a variety of mechanisms for data display,
analysis, and export. The app can also track milestones,
activities, growth data and other medical information, and
also provides a system for managing milk pumping.

User interface
Baby caregivers, and nursing mothers in particular, have
specific user interface needs; the requirements listed by
Robertson [5] include a one-handed interface, quick
configuration and start-up, and simple operation. The
itzbeen has been designed specifically for this use case: it
includes a small number of instantly accessible, one-touch
timers, along with display lighting optimised for use in a
nursery. In contrast, Baby Connect uses the standard
touch-screen controls of a smartphone or tablet, meaning
that checking the state or controlling a timer often needs
several touches, along with careful visual attention.

Other considerations
The suggested retail price of the itzbeen is US$24.99,
while Baby Connect costs US$4.99 for each of the iPhone,
iPad, Android, or Kindle Fire versions. The app also
obviously requires a compatible smartphone or tablet;
however, this eliminates the need to carry an extra device,
and a phone or tablet can also be useful in other ways
when caring for a small child. For example, it can allow a
nursing mother to access support via email and social
networking; the device itself may also be used as a toy [4],
although users may want to inform themselves on issues
such as screen time [6] and radiation exposure [3].

Summary
The core functionality and simple interface of the itzbeen
are particularly suitable for use during the first weeks and
months of infancy, when the relationship between the
caregiver and the baby is both newest and most intense,

and simply keeping track of the all the basic tasks required
for dealing with a newborn can be overwhelming. On the
other hand, while Baby Connect can also support this use
case, its enhanced data management facilities become
more useful over the long term: for example, it can help in
detecting emerging feeding and sleeping patterns, and can
also be used by childcare providers to communicate with
parents once they have returned to work.

In practice, either form of baby tracker can be a useful
tool, and both remain popular—as of 15 February 2013,
the itzbeen has 679 largely positive reviews on
Amazon.Com, while Baby Connect has a total of 2567
reviews (again, largely positive) across the various
platform-specific app stores. Ultimately, the choice is
personal: users who already make significant use of a
smartphone would probably opt for the app, as would
those who want the additional data management
capabilities. On the other hand, the itzbeen would appeal
more to those who use a smartphone less, and to those
who particularly want a solution for the snapshot use case.
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